WITTENBERG FULL–TIME FACULTY
2012 – 2013
(As of March 22, 2013)

** = visiting

Allan, James – Political Science
Anderson, Amil – Chemistry
Andrews, Douglas – Math and Computer Science (chair)
Anes, Michael – Psychology
Ankrom, Jeff – Economics and Assoc Provost for Institutional Research & Planning
Askeland, Lori – English
Austin, Barbara – Education
Aylsworth, Julie – Health, Fitness, and Sport

Bailey, Julius – Philosophy
Baker, J. Robert “Rob” – Political Science
Barry, David – Languages
Bennett, Timothy – Languages (chair)
Bladh, Katherine – Geology
Bladh, Kenneth – Geology
Blanco-Inostroza, Fernando – Languages
Bode, Tim – Business**
Bogaerts, Steven – Math and Computer Science
Brannan, Sara – Education (chair)
Broidy, Stefan – Education
Brookings, Jeffrey – Psychology
Brooks-Hedstrom, Darlene – History
Brown, Clifford – Psychology
Broz, Stefne – Communication (chair)
Buckman, Ty – English and Assoc Provost for Undergraduate Affairs & Curriculum
Kramer, Amber Burgett – Biology
Burke, Kyle – Math and Computer Science

Chan, Shelley – Languages
Chang, Shih-Ming Li – Theatre and Dance
Charney, Edward – Art
Choy, Howard – Languages
Cline, Kristin – Chemistry (chair)
Con, Adam – Music
Collier, Matthew – Biology
Copeland, Warren – Religion
Crane, Lauren – Psychology
Cunningham, Sheryl – Communication

Davis, Robert – English
Dawson, Steven – Health, Fitness and Sport (chair)
Dixon, Kent – English
Dixon, Mimi – English
Dooley, Scott – Art (chair)
Doubt, Keith – Sociology
Dudek, Raymond – Chemistry
Duncan, Christopher – Political Science
Durrenberger, Christopher – Music

Erwin, Bonnie – English**
Fallon, D’Arcy – English
Fenimore, John – Business (adjunct w/rank)
Finster, David – Chemistry
Fleisch, Daniel – Physics
Fortner, Sarah - Geology
Fraley, Phillip – Education**
Frost, Marcia – Economics

George, Elizabeth – Physics (chair)
Georges, Corwin – Theatre and Dance and Music (chair)
Gimenez-Berger, Alejandra – Art
Glowski, Janice – Art
Goodman, Margaret – Biology
Gradwohl, Wendy – Business
Gribbins, Kevin – Biology
Gwinn, Lawrence – Economics (chair)

Hanson, Peter – Chemistry
Hasecke, Edward – Political Science
Henlon, Sheree – Languages
Higgins, William – Math and Computer Science
Hinson, D. Scot – English
Hoff, Ruth – Languages
Hoffman, Ian – Physics**
Houseknecht, Jason – Chemistry
Humphries, James “Jimmy” – Theatre and Dance

Imai, Terumi – Languages
Inboden, Robin – English
Incorvati, Rick – English
Irwin, Kenneth – Library

Jeong, Sunny – Business
Jones, Brandon – Music

Kaiser, Barbara – Religion
Kaplan, Thomas – Business (chair)
Kazez, Daniel – Music

LaPorte, Jody – Political Science
Lawson, Lora – Education
Lehman, Douglas – Library (director)
Lenz, Ralph – Geography (chair)
Linder, Roberta – Education
Little, Stephanie – Psychology (chair)
Livingstone, Amy – History
Lucchesi, Ronald – Business
McClelland, Michael – English
McHugh, Nancy – Philosophy (chair)
McInnis, Daniel – Art
McIntyre, Christine – Languages
McWhorter, Michelle – Biology

Mann, Jack – Art
Martin, Thomas – Health, Fitness and Sport
Mason, David – Biology
Mattison, Michael – English and Writing Center Director
Maurer, Wayne – Business
Maus, Tanya – History
Medvedkov, Olga – Geography
Millen, Rochelle – Religion
Mizikar, Alisa – Library
Monke, Lowell – Education
Moskowitz, Nona - Sociology

Nelson, Paul – Religion (chair)
Nibert, David – Sociology

Oldstone-Moore, Jennifer – Religion

Pankhurst, Jerry – Sociology (chair)
Parker, Adam – Math and Computer Science
Pederson, Cathy – Biology
Peters (Gibson), Kristen – Library
Phillips, Richard – Biology
Pinheiro, Ligia – Theatre and Dance
Post, Regina – Education
Prebys, Crispin – Art
Proctor, Tammy – History (chair)

Quimby, Joanne – Languages**

Raffensperger, Christian – History
Reed, Donald – Philosophy
Reinsel, Kathleen – Biology
Reno, Seth – English**
Reynolds, Patrick – Theatre and Dance
Rhee, Joo Yeon – East Asian Studies (post-doctoral teaching fellow)
Rhine, Staci – Political Science (chair)
Richards, Cynthia – English (chair)
Ritter, John – Geology (chair)
Rosenberg, Scott – History

Schindler, Pamela – Business
Scholl, Andrew – Geography
Schubert, David – Music
Shanahan, Nancy – Psychology
Shelburne, Brian – Math and Computer Science
Smailes, Suzanne – Library
Smith, J. Fitzpatrick – English
Smith, Matthew – Communication
Stickney, Alan – Math and Computer Science

Taylor, Thomas – History and Dean, School of Community Education
Tiffany, Fred – Economics

Voytas, Paul – Physics

Waggoner, Catherine – Communication
Wagner, Brooke – Sociology
Warber, Kathleen – Communication
Welch, James – Biology (chair)
Whitlock, Tracy - Education
Wilkerson, Carmiele – English
Wilkerson, Timothy – Languages
Williams, Jeremiah – Physics
Wilson, Rachel – Business
Wishart, David – Economics
Wood, Molly – History
Wright, Heather – Political Science

Yoder, Jay – Biology
Yontz, Brian – Education
Yu, Bin – Political Science

Zaharkov, Lila – Languages
Zaleha, Michael – Geology
Zembar, Mary Jo – Psychology

#